Read

- *Hooray for Birds!*
- *Amazing Air Balloon*
- *PLANES GO*
- *MOONSHOT*
- *Sally’s Great Balloon Adventure*

Sing

**I’m a Little Airplane**
(Tune: “I’m a little teapot”)

I’m a little airplane in the sky.
I start out low; then I fly up high.
When it's time to land, my wheels come down,
And then I gently touch the ground.

Move

**Blast Off!**

Ten, nine, Eight, Seven, six, five, four, three,
two, one,
Blast off (crouch, then jump up!)

In my rocket ship I’ll fly
Up so high into the sky (pretend to fly around).

Touch a star or maybe two, (reach up and point
finger pretending to touch)

Even land upon the moon (jump and land!)

And when I’m through,
I’ll turn around (turn).
Instead of up, I’ll then go down (sit down!)

Make

Make a great paper airplane! Experiment with
different designs. What makes it fly further? Find
a friend and have competition to see who can
come up with the most creative plane!

Watch

- *How Do Airplanes Work? Educational Video for Kids*
from Brain Candy TV

Sing

**The Planet Song**
from Kids Learning Tube

Make

- *How To Make A Paper Airplane*
from The Kidsplainer

Move

- *Blast Off!*

Watch

- *Play with Numbers - Gross Motor Number Game* from
Learn Play Imagine

Use sidewalk chalk to
draw clouds with
numbers inside. Repeat
the numbers a few times
each. Take turns calling
out numbers and pretend
you are a bird or an
airplane and fly to the
number called. Can you
fly through all the
number 5s? Can you
count as you fly? What
other creature or
machine could you
pretend to be?

Make

- *How To Draw Baby Bird* from
Art for Kids Hub

Take an art lesson with a father and son
to draw a bird in a nest. What else can
you draw that could be spotted up in
the air?